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INTRODUCTION
The MDVT is an inflatable, lower cost version of the official Euro NCAP Vehicle Target (EVT).
It is designed to the same specifications as the Euro NCAP target and intended for development
work. Being a cheaper substitute for the Euro NCAP target means vehicle manufacturers and test
facilities can purchase multiple vehicle targets and increase the number of tests.
Lower cost – same specifications
The MD-VT Vehicle Target uses a digitally printed exterior cover, ECE104 Standard LiDAR
reflective material and Energy Shield Radar reflective material.
Suitable for the following tests
•
•
•

AEB City
AEB Inter-Urban
FCW

Comparable with the EVT for the following signatures:
•
•
•

LiDAR—ECE104 Standard LiDAR reflective material
Radar—Energy Shield Radar reﬂective material
Camera— digitally printed exterior cover VW image
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SCOPE OF DELIVERY

Number

Qty

Component

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1
2
1
1
1
2
1

MD-VT Cover
Tray Attachment straps
Quilted Radar Foil
77 GHz Radar Corner Reflector in Foam Block
MD-VT Inflatable Frame
Faux Tire Blocks
12 V Electric Pump

5
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SPECIFICATION

Dimensions
Weight
Cover
Radar Reflective Foil
Radar Corner Reflector
Maximum impact speed
Lidar reflective appliques
Faux Tire Blocks

H 1448 (on tray) x W 1473 x D 1016
~23 kg m (off tray)
100% Digitally printed for camera recognition
Rear strike area coverage
77 GHz set centrally 19” high
30-35 km/h
ECE104 for rear lights & licence plate
Attach to frame when used off the tray

ASSEMBLING THE MD-VT
Unfold the inflatable frame as depicted.
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Locate the inflation valve on the facing of each frame.

Remove the cap and twist the valve counter clockwise until it pops up.
Refer to photo below showing the valve in the open position. If the spring is
compressed, the valve is closed and air will not flow into the unit. The spring should
be released, as depicted below.
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Connect the inflation fan to the proper power source.
Position the blower port over the valve, switch on and inflate the first wall of the frame.
The valve type is a Halkey-Roberts, the pump supplied should already have this type of connector
attached.

Use your hand to gauge the amount of air pressure in each frame wall. The walls
should be firm, but not overinflated.

Once the first wall has been inflated, flip the unit over and inflate the opposing wall.
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When you are finished inflating each wall, be sure to secure the caps over the
valves.

After the walls have been properly inflated, inflate the connecting tubes.
Note: the tubes incorporate the same valve as the slabs. Do not fully inflate the tubes until the
MD-VT cover has been fitted onto the frame. If the tubes are fully inflated it will be more difficult
to position the cover on the frame.

Repeat this step for each of the four support tubes. Do not secure the caps yet.
This will be done later after the support tubes are topped off with air.
Note: images above show a different type of electric fan to the one now supplied with the MD-VT
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Position the MDVT frame in the upright position. Locate the side with the radar corner reflector
receptacle. Insert the corner reflector/foam block into the receptacle as shown.
Push the block evenly into place until the foam is flush with the opening. Do not press directly on
the foam block. Instead, push on the reflector to avoid separating the metal from the foam.
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Line up the quilted radar foil (If applicable) as shown below and adhere it to the
core wall, lining up the Velcro along all four outer edges and around the corner
reflector. Press Velcro firmly into place.
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Place the cover over the frame and position it so the rear image of the car is
covering the radar foil and corner reflector. Secure along the bottom of both sides
of the frame with Velcro.

With the cover securely in place, locate the lifting straps through the corresponding
openings in the cover and carefully pull the straps through the slits on both sides.
The straps will be used to position the MD-VT for later use.
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Using the lifting straps, carefully flip the MDVT onto one side. Use the inflation fan
to finish inflating each support tube (inflate until firm/do not overinflate).

Secure the caps over each valve after each support tube has been inflated.

ATTACHING TO A STATIONARY OR TOWABLE TRAY
With the MDVT on its side, locate the tray attachment straps and insert one each through the
upper and lower grommets near the back of the MDVT (see below).
Run each strap under the skin, from one side of the unit and out the other side (grommet).
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With one person on each side of the unit, lift the MDVT by the designated straps at
the bottom. Place the MDVT onto the tray as shown. Line up the front of the target
with the strike side of the tray (static tray shown below).

The cover will extend over three sides of the tray approximately an inch.
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Secure the MDVT to the tray by inserting the non-buckle end of each strap behind, then up
through both rings. Thread the belt over the first ring and back down under the second ring. Pull
tight to secure the placement on the sled. Repeat these steps for the second strap.
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ATTACHING TO FAUX TIRE BLOCKS
Locate the faux tire blocks.
NOTE: Skip this step when testing the MD-VT on a sled or tray. The blocks are only intended for
testing off the tray. Keeping the blocks on when testing on the tray will result in an improper
attachment which could cause damage or injury.
The sides with the abrasive surface protectors face down. The tire blocks incorporate Velcro
attachment strips that are oriented to attach on the left or right side of the frame. Unfold the block
and secure open with the Velcro tab.

Flip the frame onto its side to expose the bottom.
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Line up the Velcro on tire blocks with the orienting Velcro on the frame/tubes. Note that the Velcro
on the outer edges of the blocks must be exposed to the outer sections of the frame. Pull up or
down on the upper slab, to properly orient the Velcro attachment to the block. Do this for both
sides. Flip the unit over and repeat.

Now stretch the cover over and on the sides of the blocks, securing on three sides with the
Velcro.
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READY TO TEST
To top off inflate the MDVT, locate the valves under the corresponding flaps on the cover.

Re-inflate the tubes by placing the unit on its side.
Removing the MDVT from a tray
Unbuckle each of the qty two attachment straps so they hang loose. Holding the buckle end,
carefully pull each strap completely through the grommeted openings. Wind up the straps and set
aside for storage. With one person on each side of the unit, carefully lift the MD-VT off of the tray
and set onto an adjoining flat surface/area
Removing the faux tire blocks MDVT
Carefully tilt the MDVT onto its side. Grasp a tire block and carefully detach the cover. Proceed
to,detach the tire block from the bottom of the frame. Open the Velcro tab to allow the blocks to
fold in half. Set aside for storage.
Disassembling the MDVT
With the MDVT on it’s side, open the valve covers on the connecting tubes. Push in and turn each
valve clockwise so enough air is released to soften the tube. Flip the MD-VT so that it is upright.
Carefully detach the cover along the base of the frame and lift off the cover. Remove the corner
reflector by opening the Velcro cover on the inside of the wall and push it out. Carefully pull off
the quilted radar foil. Set the cover, corner reflector and radar foil to the side. Locate each frame
wall valve cover and twist open. Push in and turn each valve clockwise to release all of the air
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inside of the wall. Repeat this step to release the balance of air from each of the qty four support
tubes.
Carefully fold and repack all of the construction components of the MDVT into the available
storage bag.
Storage Requirements
The MD-VT should be stored in a cool, dry place. If the unit gets wet, make sure the cover and
core are left unfolded and allowed to dry before placing them in a storage bag as provided with
your unit*. Storing a unit that has water on it can cause mold and mildew to develop.
*Storage bags will vary. Please use the bag provided with your unit.
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